work and avocational roles as the base. Traditional activities, such as crafts, singing, rhythm activities, and exercise, are outlined in an easy-to-implement format. The author's creativity is evident with the inclusion of such activities as entrepreneurship, genealogy, mentoring, mourning, and soap opera discussions. The reader is able to implement even these nontraditional activities due to the clarity and simplicity of the author's presentation.

The progressive decline often seen in the person with dementia is addressed in the gradations section for each activity. This section allows for the grading of the activity into high, medium, and low levels, commensurate with the patient's ability. Thus, the interest and meaningfulness aspects can continue to be a factor in the patient's program.

A potentially negative situation could arise if an untrained person misinterprets the book's message and does not match the patient's needs with the appropriate activity. The training of occupational therapists would ensure that this book's message is accurately conveyed and that the patient's ability is considered in the activity selection process.

In summary, this booklet would be an asset to occupational therapists and others if the information's limitations are recognized. As an activities planning guide for persons with dementia, this book is excellent.

Peter Talty, OTR

Briefly Noted

Splinting the Burn Patient


Concern for the burn patient's well-being in treatment takes precedence in this carefully written manual. Although the text focuses on burn patients, the techniques presented can be used with patients with other conditions as well. The beginning chapters present a brief review of splinting materials, general techniques for splinting, and instructions on the making of patterns. Subsequent chapters focus on individual body parts, starting from the face and moving down to the foot. The face conformer, neck conformer with microstomia attachment, airplane splint, and sandwich hand splint are a few of the splints covered.

The book’s spiral binding allows for easy viewing during clinical use. Step-by-step instructions and numerous photographs guide the reader through the splinting process. Wearing schedules, precautionary measures, and rationales are also included.

One of the most notable aspects of this text is the author’s 12 years of experience in splinting. The information given has been time-tested, which virtually ensures successful application. For example, the author suggests that the patient be in the pronated functional position when being fitted for a volar hand splint. This procedure results in a more accurate splint. Typically, volar hand splints are molded with the palm up to allow gravity to assist fabrication.

Students as well as therapists in the clinical setting will find Splinting the Burn Patient of great value.

Susan M. Liebherr, OTR

Handle With Care: Articles About the At-Risk Neonate

Caryl J. Sennmier, PhD, OTR, and Sharon Dowling Butcher, MS, RN (1990). Therapy Skill Builders, 3830 East Bellevue, PO Box 42050, Tucson, AZ 85733. 80 pp., $19.95.

This softcover book of handouts addresses the parents of children in the neonatal intensive care unit. The authors state that the information is intended to enhance meetings between parents and professionals over 15 to 25 sessions. It is suggested that a designat-